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The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will use pulsars to enable precise measurements of strong
gravity effects in pulsar systems, which yield tests of gravitational theories that cannot be car-
ried out anywhere else. The Galactic census of pulsars will discover dozens of relativistic pulsar
systems, possibly including pulsar � black hole binaries which can be used to test the �cosmic
censorship conjecture� and the �no-hair theorem�. Also, the SKA’s remarkable sensitivity will
vastly improve the timing precision of millisecond pulsars, allowing probes of potential devia-
tions from general relativity (GR). Aspects of gravitation to be explored include tests of strong
equivalence principles, gravitational dipole radiation, extra �eld components of gravitation, grav-
itomagnetism, and spacetime symmetries.
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1. Introduction

In November 1915, Albert Einstein published the �nal paper that completed his theory of
gravity and spacetime now known as general relativity (GR), changing our view of gravity and
spacetime for ever. During its �rst �fty years, GR was considered a theoretical tour-de-force but
one with meager observational evidence. Only in the 1960s did technology usher in the remarkable
�eld of experimental gravity (Misner et al. 1973; Will 1993). Over the subsequent �fty years, GR
has passed all experimental tests in laboratories, in the Solar System and in various stellar sys-
tems, particularly in binary pulsars (Will 2014). Astrophysical observations using radio bands have
played one of the most important parts in the history of testing GR, with the ability to make precise
measurements and probe into the vicinity of compact bodies, namely black holes (BHs) and neu-
tron stars (NSs). Particularly, radio timing of binary pulsars has precisely probed the gravitational
properties of NSs and, for the �rst time, tested the radiative properties of gravity, demonstrating
that gravitational waves exist and that compact binaries lose energy from their emission at the rates
predicted by GR (Hulse & Taylor 1975; Taylor et al. 1979; Kramer et al. 2006; Weisberg et al.
2010; Freire et al. 2012b; Antoniadis et al. 2013). This con�rmation and precise characterisation
of the radiative properties of gravity is not only critical from the point of view of our understanding
of fundamental physics and many aspects of astrophysics, but it will also open, via gravitational
wave detectors, a whole new window on the Universe. The Square Kilometre Array (SKA), as the
most powerful member of the next generation of radio telescopes, will allow much more precise
radio timing of pulsars and will discover dozens of rare relativistic binary systems. For this reason
it will play a unique role in many areas of experimental gravity.

Despite its success over the last century, GR still faces great challenges on the research fron-
tiers of modern physics. First, it is known to be incomplete, since it fails at the centre of BHs.
Second, as a non-renormalisable �eld theory, it appears to be incompatible with quantum princi-
ples. Reconciling gravity with quantum mechanics stands out as one of the great challenges of
fundamental physics today. Furthermore, concepts like dark matter and dark energy pose addi-
tional challenges for our understanding of gravity, and modi�cations of gravity theories have been
proposed to explain these phenomena (Capozziello & de Laurentis 2011), like the Tensor-Vector-
Scalar (TeVeS) theory, which was advanced to explain dark matter (Bekenstein 2004).

The important thing to us is that pulsar timing can be used to test some of these theories. Pulsar
timing uses large radio telescopes to record the times of arrival (TOAs) of pulsed signals, produced
by the rotation of the pulsar. These TOAs depend on the rotational and astrometric parameters of
the pulsar, dispersion in the interstellar medium that the signals traverse, and the motion of the
radio telescope in the Solar System. If the pulsar is in a binary, the TOAs also depend on the orbital
dynamics of the binary, which are determined by the underlying gravitational theory (Weisberg
& Taylor 1981; Damour & Taylor 1992; Edwards et al. 2006). Some theories of gravity, like a
family of TeVeS-like theories introduced in Freire et al. (2012b), result in orbital dynamics that
is suf�ciently different from GR to be detected in the timing of some binary pulsars. Therefore,
precise timing measurements of these binary pulsars can constrain, or altogether rule out, some of
these gravity theories.

For example, in the Jordan-Fierz-Brans-Dicke theory (Jordan 1959; Fierz 1956; Brans & Dicke
1961), gravity is mediated by a scalar �eld, j , in addition to the canonical metric �eld, gmn . The
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Figure 1: Left: Parameter space for quantifying the strength of a gravitational �eld (Psaltis 2008). The
horizontal axis measures the gravitational potential and the vertical axis measures the spacetime curvature of
an orbit with a semimajor axis, a, and a total mass, M (here G is the gravitational constant, and c is the light
speed). Solid and empty squares are known neutron star � neutron star (NS-NS) and neutron star � white
dwarf (NS-WD) binaries, respectively. The diamond is a known neutron star � main sequence star binary.
Circles from large to small are pulsar � Sgr A* BH, pulsar � 5000 M� BH, and pulsar � 10 M� BH binaries
with their assumed orbital periods aside. Right: The compactness of the gravitating companion star versus
the compactness of the orbit; Mc and Rc are the mass and the radius of the companion star, respectively
(Kramer et al. 2004).

variation of j in spacetime introduces observable effects in gravitational experiments, like the time-
variation of the local gravitational constant G and the existence of gravitational dipole radiation in
a binary. In a more general class of scalar-tensor theories (Damour & Esposito-FarŁse 1993, 1996),
the coupling strength of the scalar �eld j to matter depends on the �eld itself j as a0 +jb0, where
a0 and b0 fully characterise the theory. Within some of the (a0;b0) space, non-perturbative effects,
called �spontaneous scalarisation�, may happen in compact bodies like NSs (Damour & Esposito-
FarŁse 1993), which can in�uence the orbital dynamics of a binary system dramatically. Similar
effects are also possible within an extended family of TeVeS-like theories (Freire et al. 2012b). With
their ability to probe strong-�eld effects, binary pulsars are ideal laboratories with which to study
these alternative gravitational theories. With the non-detection of gravitational dipole radiation
from radio pulsar timing, binary pulsars have already severely constrained the parameter spaces of
these theories and provided the most stringent tests of the strong-�eld1 and radiative properties of
gravity (Freire et al. 2012b; Antoniadis et al. 2013; Stairs 2003; Wex 2014).

1Compared to the coalescence of two compact objects (that will be the main source for ground-based gravitational
wave detectors), two components of a binary pulsar are well separated, that might be prejudicially termed as �weak
�eld�. However, as shown by explicit calculations, �strong-�eld effects� associated with strongly self-gravitating NSs
could have signi�cant effects on the binary orbital dynamics (Damour & Esposito-FarŁse 1993).
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1.1 The role of the Square Kilometre Array

The Square Kilometre Array will have a major impact on radio astronomy. The SKA Phase 1
(SKA1) will feature roughly half of its total collecting area within a dense core, in the cases of
SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID. By synthesising a coherent sum of these elements, it will be possible
to deeply search for new relativistic binary pulsars, over the whole sky, and to subsequently time
them with great precision using the full SKA1-MID array (i.e. including the longer baselines).
The SKA Phase 2 (SKA2) will provide another major leap in sensitivity, and thus also in timing
precision. Both phases of the SKA will signi�cantly advance experimental tests of gravitational
theories to a new level (Kramer et al. 2004).

This will happen through two avenues. On the one hand, SKA1-MID and SKA2 will strongly
improve the quality of the observations of the most interesting binaries currently known (e.g.,
PSR J0737�3039 (Burgay et al. 2003; Lyne et al. 2004; Kramer et al. 2006)) and triple systems
(e.g., PSR J0337+1715 (Ransom et al. 2014)), in turn dramatically improving the quality of the
existing tests and enabling proposed new tests. Compared with the current status quo, SKA1-MID
will improve the timing precision for southern pulsars by about an order of magnitude, and SKA2
will improve it by up to two orders of magnitude. Different pulsars will gain different improve-
ments in precision, depending on their sky locations, pulse characteristics, timing stabilities, and
so on.

For precision pulsar timing, raw sensitivity is one of the most important factors. High cadence
may also be needed for some experiments, in which case sub-arraying will be needed. Typically,
TOAs for a particular pulsar are collected every few weeks, though in come cases a much higher
cadence is necessary, e.g. to focus on orbital conjunction in order to measure the Shapiro delay.
Sub-arraying can also help if many sources need to be timed, and if reduced sensitivity is accept-
able. Though SKA1-MID will provide the highest-precision TOAs, regular measurements with
SKA1-LOW may also be needed to track the time-variable interstellar propagation effects that also
in�uence the TOAs. In all cases, coherently dedispersing the data is essential for achieving the
maximum timing precision and accuracy. Such timing observations can already begin in an early
phase of SKA1 (say, with 50% of the collecting area available), though they will naturally obtain
less precise TOAs than with the complete array. For some sources 50% sensitivity will be suf�-
cient, while for others certain relativistic effects may only become clearly detectable once the full
array is in place.

The SKA will also discover new relativistic systems with which to carry out similar and com-
pletely novel tests. With a larger �eld of view and high sensitivity, the SKA is more ef�cient in
�nding new pulsars. The larger sensitivity of the SKA means that a shorter integration time is
needed to achieve the required signal to noise ratio. Consequently, in an �acceleration search� with
an assumed constant orbital acceleration (Lorimer & Kramer 2004), the smearing due to varying
acceleration in an actual binary will be reduced, making the SKA much more effective than current
telescopes at �nding relativistic binaries. Simulations show that the SKA1 can discover a total
of about 10,000 normal pulsars and perhaps as many as 1,800 millisecond pulsars (MSPs), with
SKA1-LOW surveying the sky with the Galactic latitude jbj � 5�, and SKA1-MID surveying the
sky with the Galactic latitude jbj � 10� (Keane et al. 2015). The SKA2 will discover even more
pulsars, and it is possible that among them there will be pulsar � black hole (PSR-BH) binaries
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(Kramer et al. 2004; Keane et al. 2015). The discovery of even a single tight PSR-BH system will
open a new era of studying BH physics with great precision, including possible tests of the �cos-
mic censorship conjecture� and the �no-hair theorem� (Damour & Esposito-FarŁse 1998; Wex &
Kopeikin 1999; Kramer et al. 2004; Liu 2012; Liu et al. 2012). Figure 1 shows the vast unprobed
regions in the gravity sector that can be probed with different kinds of PSR-BH systems.

2. Relativistic Binaries

Pulsar timing takes advantage of the tremendous rotational stability of pulsars, allowing us to
treat them as free-falling clocks. As a pulsar is monitored over months and years, an ephemeris
is calculated which accounts for every rotation of the pulsar and can be used to predict future
pulse TOAs. A pulsar ephemeris always incorporates the spin frequency and generally at least one
spin derivative accounting for rotational energy loss, plus astrometric parameters. Binary pulsar
orbits require a further translation of reference frame, accomplished for most binary systems by
the �ve Keplerian parameters describing an eccentric Keplerian orbit. In order to account for
relativistic effects beyond a Keplerian orbit, a set of theory-independent �post-Keplerian� (PK)
parameters are introduced (Damour & Deruelle 1986; Damour & Taylor 1992) (see Table 1 for an
incomplete collection of the most important PK parameters). In practice, PK parameters could be
contaminated by astrophysical effects other than relativistic effects due to gravity. For example, the
observed orbital decay parameter, �Pb, has �kinematic� contributions, which result from the proper
motion of the system and the difference of Galactic accelerations between that system and the Solar
System Barycentre. Here unless otherwise stated, we assume that non-gravitational contributions
are properly corrected or demonstrably negligible in effect. If so, in the case of two well-separated
masses with negligible spin contributions, the PK parameters are functions of the well-measured
Keplerian parameters, the component masses, the equation of state (EOS) of stellar matters, and
the parameters describing the gravitational theory (Damour & Taylor 1992) (in GR, the internal
constitution of the star is irrelevant to a high �post-Newtonian� (PN) order, only the total masses
matter � this is the �effacement� property to be discussed in section 3).

Measuring two PK parameters, we can use a speci�c theory of gravity to determine the com-
ponent masses of the system; these are important to study stellar evolution theories and, in some
cases, to constrain EOS (Watts et al. 2015). If more PK parameters are measured, then the theory
can be tested by a self-consistent argument � using the masses derived in the �rst stage one should
be able to predict the subsequent PK measurements. Another way of viewing this is the so-called
�mass-mass diagram� (see Figure 2 for a GR-based example for PSR J0737�3039 (Kramer et al.
2006; Breton et al. 2008)). For a gravitational theory to pass the test(s), all curves in the diagram
should intersect in some region, i.e., the theory must be able to describe the component masses in
a self-consistent way (Taylor & Weisberg 1982).

The current state-of-the-art binary in this area is the Double Pulsar (PSR J0737�3039A/B)
(Burgay et al. 2003; Lyne et al. 2004), which enables �ve tests of GR. Figure 2 shows its mass-
mass diagram, where seven curves corresponding to seven mass constraints intersect at one point
(Kramer et al. 2006; Breton et al. 2008; Kramer & Wex 2009), indicating that GR provides a self-
consistent description of all of its timing measurements. The Double Pulsar resides in the southern
sky and will be an important target for the SKA. The timing precision of the SKA will enable tests
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Table 1: The most important PK parameters that could be used in pulsar timing of binaries (Damour &
Deruelle 1986; Damour & Taylor 1992; Wex & Kopeikin 1999; Lorimer & Kramer 2004; Edwards et al.
2006). In practice, for a speci�c binary pulsar, only some PK parameters are measured, depending on the
characteristics of the pulsar timing experiment.

Parameter
�w time derivative of the longitude of periastron w
g amplitude of the Einstein delay
�Pb time derivative of the orbital period Pb

r range of the Shapiro delay
s shape of the Shapiro delay
WSO precession rate of the pulsar spin
dq mismatch in eccentricities (see text)
�e time derivative of the orbital eccentricity e
�x time derivative of the projected semimajor axis of the pulsar orbit x
¤w second time derivative of the longitude of periastron
¤x second time derivative of the projected semimajor axis of the pulsar orbit

of relativistic effects beyond their �rst-order PN approximations (Kramer & Wex 2009). Measuring
higher-order PN effects is important since it allows the investigation of the effects from pulsar spin
(Barker & O’Connell 1975; Damour & Schaefer 1988; Kramer & Wex 2009). The fractional
effects due to the next PN order2 on the advance rate of periastron, namely �w2PN= �w1PN, and on
the orbital decay, namely �P3:5PN

b = �P2:5PN
b , are both at the order of O(10�5). Simulations showed

that by obtaining a timing variance below � 5 ms for the Double Pulsar we will reach the precision
required to detect higher-order effects (Kramer & Wex 2009); this is very likely with SKA1-MID,
scaling from current observations. The SKA2 will have sub-ms timing precision for the Double
Pulsar (assuming its pulse pro�le shape can still be well modelled), raising the prospect of highly
precise measurements of these higher-order parameters.

Besides the orbital dynamics of two point masses, spin contributions may play an important
role in the observations of pulsar binaries (Barker & O’Connell 1975). Due to the curvature of
the spacetime produced by the companion star, the rotation axis of a freely falling object (here the
pulsar) suffers a precession with respect to a distant observer; this effect is known as �geodetic pre-
cession�. Because of it, over time different emitting regions of the magnetosphere will be visible
from the Earth, thus causing a secular change in the observed pulse pro�le. This effect has been ob-
served in some tight binary pulsars, for example, in PSRs B1913+16 (Weisberg et al. 1989; Kramer
1998), B1534+12 (Stairs et al. 2004; Fonseca et al. 2014), J1141�6545 (Manchester et al. 2010),
J1906+0746 (Lorimer et al. 2006) and J0737�3039B (Perera et al. 2010). For PSRs B1534+12
and J0737�3039B we even have direct measurements of the precession rates, which match the
GR predictions (Stairs et al. 2004; Fonseca et al. 2014; Breton et al. 2008). The SKA1-MID will
have comparable sensitivity to the Arecibo telescope, meaning that signi�cant improvement in pre-

2Effects due to the PN orders are those that are suppressed by the ratio of the orbital velocity, v, to the light speed,
c, compared with those due to Newtonian gravity (Will 2014). It is denoted as �nPN� if the suppression factor is
O(v2n=c2n).
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